Gob-Side Entry Retained with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in Thin Coal Seams: A Case Study
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Abstract: Gob-side entry retained technology is of great significance to develop coal mining industry sustainably, which can improve the coal recovery rate by mining without the coal pillar. However, scholars and researchers pay little attention to the gob-side entry retained with soft roof, floor, and seam in thin coal seams. In this study, the difficulties and key points of surrounding rock control for gob-side entry retained with soft roof, floor, and seam in thin coal seams were firstly proposed. Secondly, the mechanical model of the interaction between the roadside backfill body and the roof for gob-side entry retained with soft roof, floor, and seam in thin coal seams was established, and the relevant parameters were designed. Finally, the above results were verified by the engineering practice of gob-side entry retained technology and the monitoring of mine pressure on the 1103 working face of the Heilong Coal Mine. Moreover, the effect factors of surrounding rock stability for gob-side entry retained with soft roof, floor, and seam in thin coal seams were discussed using the discrete element method. The results could provide guidance for gob-side entry retained with soft roof, floor, and seam in thin coal seams under similar geological conditions.
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1. Introduction

Coal is a precious non-renewable energy. For sustainable utilization of limited coal resources, it is important to increase the coal recovery rate. China has abundant coal resources with large reserves and diversification. The proven recoverable reserves of thin coal seams (TCMs) are about 6 billion tons, accounting for about 20% of the total coal reserves in China. Among them, the gently inclined TCM with a thickness of 0.8~1.3 m account for 73.4%, and the layers of TCMs below medium and hard coal account for 64.59% of the total layers, which have great mining value. However, since the mining roadway of the TCM working face is a mixed coal-rock roadway, the drifting speed is slow with a lot of gangue, which may lead to a strain between mining and drifting. High-efficiency mining technology for TCMs is an important technical way to improve the recovery rate of coal resources and achieve sustainable development of coordinated mining. In order to alleviate the tight situation of mining replacement, it is of great strategic significance to carry out and develop gob-side entry retained (GER) technology. Coal pillar and no-pillar for surrounding rock control are the two mostly used layouts in longwall panel coal mining. GER is beneficial for the sustainable development of the coal mining industry by mining without the coal pillar [1–5] GER maintains the gob boundary roadway behind the
working face. The original roadway is retained and used as a roadway adjacent to the working face through effective roadside backfill and road-in support technology (see Figure 1) [6–10].

GER has been widely carried out in many Chinese coal mines due to its advantages [11–16]. Many scholars and experts have studied road-in support, roadside backfill body (RBB) construction, backfill materials, and GER surrounding rock stability for GER. Therefore, it has been found that bolt and anchor cable support and rigid U steel support are commonly used as road-in support for GER [17–23]. Huang [17] developed the concrete-filled steel tubular support for a 1000 m-deep roadway. Chen [18] proposed that high-strength bolt and anchor support owning high pre-stress force, increasing the carrying capacity of surrounding rock, and adapting to large deformation was successfully carried out in GER. Moreover, the road-in support technology should meet the requirement of large deformation of surrounding rock, a long maintenance period, and a large damage range.

For backfill materials, high-water quick-setting materials, concrete, gangue, and other mixed concrete and gangue materials have been used to construct RBBs for GER under different geological and mining conditions [24–28]. RBBs constructed with high-water, quick-setting materials have been employed for GER in thin coal seams (Nantun Coal Mine [29]), middle-thick coal seams (Xinchao Coal Mine [30], Xingwu Coal Mine [31]), and thick coal seams (Luijiazhuang Coal Mine [32], Yuwu Coal Mine [33]). RBBs constructed with gangue have been employed for GER in thin coal seams (Jiangjiawan Coal Mine [34]), middle-thick coal seams (Huayuan Coal Mine [35]), and thick coal seams (Tangkou Coal Mine [36]). Meanwhile, RBBs constructed with concrete have been employed for GER in thin coal seams (Quanshang Coal Mine [37]), middle-thick coal seams (Jinggang Coal Mine [38]), and thick coal seams (Shangwan Coal Mine [39]). Fan [40] applied the mechanics of materials to calculate the cutting force of RBBs based on the simplified structural mechanical model. Su [41] established the interaction mechanical model between roofing and roadside backfilling of GER in a fully-mechanized longwall with top coal caving to obtain the roof-cutting resistance of RBBs. Zhang [3] derived the equations to calculate the desired support resistance of the gob-side wall. Therefore, roadside support should cut off the main roof and immediate roof, fit the main roof rotation and subsidence, and restrain the separation between the main roof and immediate roof. These research results provide some guidelines and approaches to GER with hard roof. However, few engineering cases for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs were reported except some theoretical study or numerical calculation [42]. This paper firstly proposes the structural characteristics of overburden strata for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs, analyzes the difficulties in surrounding rock control for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs, and presents surrounding rock stability control technology. Secondly, the key parameters (i.e., RBB width, RBB support resistance, water cement ratio of high-water quick-setting materials) are designed. Finally, field practice is carried out at the No. 1103 haulage roadway of the Heilong Coal Mine.
2. Mining Geological Conditions of Tested Roadway

The present analysis was based on the mining conditions of the 1103 working face in the Heilong Coal Mine, located in Linfen City, Shanxi Province of China. The main coal seam mined at the 1103 working face is #2 coal seam dipped 0°–20°, of which the average thickness is 1.3 m and the average bury depth is 210 m. Fully-mechanized longwall mining technology is carried out on the 1103 working face. The 1103 working face is adjacent to the 1101 working face (gob), arranged along the coal seam dip. The 1103 working face is a low gassy working face and is 200 m wide (see Figure 2). The immediate roof is mudstone, and the main roof is fine sandstone. Both the immediate floor and the main floor are mudstone. The bore hole columnar section is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 2. Layout of the 1103 working face.](image)

![Figure 3. Borehole columnar section.](image)

The section of the No. 1103 haulage gateway is a rectangular section, 4.0 m wide and 2.3 m high. The No. 1103 haulage gateway is driven along the roof of the coal seam and is supported by anchor cables and bolts. The detailed support parameters are as follows (see Figure 4):

1. The roof was supported by Φ18 mm × 2000 mm bolts, and five rows were set up with the spacing of 900 mm × 1000 mm. The bolts were arranged by a steel ladder beam welded with round steel, 14 mm in diameter and 3800 mm long. The roof was also supported by Φ17.8 mm × 6300 mm anchor cables, and a row was set up with the spacing of 3000 mm along the roadway. The roof was wrapped by a net, which was 4000 mm wide and 1100 mm long.

2. The coal rib was supported by Φ18 mm × 2000 mm bolts, and three rows were set up with the spacing of 900 mm × 1000 mm. The bolts were arranged by the steel ladder beam welded with round steel, 14 mm in diameter and 2100 mm long. The coal rib was wrapped by a net, which was 2300 mm wide and 1100 mm long.
3. GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

3.1. Structural Characteristics of Overburden Strata for GER with Soft Roof, Floor and Seam in TCMs

Large deformation of surrounding rock for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs is usually associated with the activities of the overlying strata, especially the arc-shaped triangular block activities of the main roof caused by the roof lateral fracture. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze and recognize the surrounding rock structure and activity rules formed by overlying strata for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs.

Figure 5 shows the main roof lateral fracture characteristics. The main roof fractures and forms an "O-X" structure due to the first weighting, and then the main roof block forms Block A and B0. The main roof block forms arc-shaped triangular Block B at the end of the working face due to periodic weighting. The retained entry is just under Block B. The movement rule and fracture characteristics of Block B play a key role in the surrounding rock control of GER. According to the movement rule and fracture characteristics of Block B during the GER stage, the Block B movement can be divided into soft roof fracture state (immediate roof) and hard roof fracture stage (main roof) [32].

(1) Soft roof fracture state (immediate roof): As the working face advances, the roadside backfill body (RBB) is constructed. The immediate roof behind the active working face fractures along the RBB edge due to the early RBB support resistance and the roof weight. During this stage, Block B forms and rotates (see Figure 6a).
3.2. Difficulties in Surrounding Rock Control for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

It is necessary to reduce the GER cost based on the conditions of the surrounding rock stability of GER and the requirements of the ventilation section. Combined with the mining and geological conditions of the 1103 working face in the Heilong Coal Mine, some difficulties in surrounding rock control for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs was proposed as follows:

(2) Hard roof fracture stage (main roof): Block B fractures and forms Blocks B_1 and B_2 as the tensile stress of Block B is greater than its ultimate tensile strength. Block B_1 rotates towards the gob due to the abutment pressure behind the active working face (see Figure 6b).

**Figure 5.** Main roof lateral fracture characteristics (RBB: roadside backfill body).

**Figure 6.** Movement rule and fracture characteristics of Block B during the GER stage. (a) Soft roof fracture state; (b) Hard roof fracture stage.

3.2. Difficulties in Surrounding Rock Control for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

It is necessary to reduce the GER cost based on the conditions of the surrounding rock stability of GER and the requirements of the ventilation section. Combined with the mining and geological conditions of the 1103 working face in the Heilong Coal Mine, some difficulties in surrounding rock control for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs was proposed as follows:
Solid coal rib stability control is difficult. Due to the soft surrounding rock (soft roof, floor, and seam), the roof structure would be far away from the retained entry, and the retained entry would be subjected to dynamic pressure action for a long time. Under this condition, the solid coal rib would be severely deformed.

The mechanical properties of the RBB should be appropriate. It is easy for the RBB to bump, crack, and even slip down due to the horizontal thrust of the rotated main roof. Therefore, the RBB must be stable and have some yielddability to adapt the roof sink and rotation. Moreover, the resistance of the RBB is able to cut the roof along the gob.

Soft roof control is difficult to keep stable. The immediate roof is mudstone with little strength and stiffness. As the working face advances, it is easy for the soft roof above the RBB to fracture and cave. Therefore, reasonable control technology should be adopted to keep the roof stable, realize the support resistance transfer between the RBB and the overlying strata, and effectively cut off the immediate roof along the gob.

### 3.3. Surrounding Rock Stability Control Technology for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

#### 3.3.1. Support Technology of Prestressed RBB with High Resistance and Quick-Setting

Support technology of prestressed RBBs with high resistance and quick-setting includes construction technology of RBBs with high resistance and quick-setting, prestressed bearing technology.

1. **Construction technology of RBBs with high resistance and quick-setting**

   High-water quick-setting materials with high strength are used to construct the RBB. According to previous laboratory results, when the water-cement ratio is 1.5:1, the initial setting time of high-water quick-setting materials is 10 min, uniaxial compressive strength after setting for 24 h is 9.14 MPa, and uniaxial compressive strength after setting for 7 days is 10.36 MPa [31,33].

2. **Prestressed bearing technology of RBBs**

   Reinforcement components, including cross bolts, steel mesh, and ladder beams, are set up in the RBB bag before regular filling with the high-water, quick-setting material seriflux into the RBB bag. After the filling procedure and setting for 24 h, prestress is applied to the cross bolts to form the prestressed bearing structure.

#### 3.3.2. Road-in Support Technology of “Roof Control and Coal Rib Reinforcement” for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

According to the difficulties in surrounding rock control for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs, the surrounding rock control principle of “roof control and coal rib reinforcement” is put forward [32]. “Roof control” means that the roof is supported by high strength and high pre-stress bolts and anchor cables to enlarge the roof stiffness, improve the non-deformability, and reduce the main roof rotation. “Coal rib reinforcement” means that the solid coal rib is supported by high strength and high pre-stress bolts to enhance the bearing capacity of the solid coal rib and reduce the plastic failure radius. Moreover, during the GER stage, single hydraulic props with high resistance pressure are adopted to effectively support the roof and floor, reduce the roof rotation and subsidence, and maintain the stability of the surrounding rock for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in the TCM.

#### 3.3.3. Roof Support Technology above RBBs for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

Roof support technology above RBBs for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs mainly includes:

1. **Anchoring technology for the roof above the RBB.** Anchor cables and bolts can be set up before the RBB is constructed. The roof above the RBB would change from unloading state in the vertical
direction into triaxial compressive stress state, avoiding strong tensile damage and restraining the further development of joints and cracks in the roof rock mass.

(2) High-strength polyester fiber mesh would be placed on the roof above the RBB ahead of four to five hydraulic supports at the end of the working face after cutting the coal. The integrity of the roof above the RBB would be improved.

(3) A reasonable primary filling length is essential. According to the space and time coordination relationship between the support techniques, a reasonable primary filling length can be obtained to diminish the hanging roof area above the RBB, avoid further rotation and subsidence of the main roof, construct the RBB in time, and ensure that the RBB supports the roof in time.

4. Key Parameter Design for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

4.1. Support Resistance of RBBs for GER with Soft Roof, Floor and Seam in TCMs

Since the roof plays a key role in surrounding rock control and overlying strata movement, superposition of a continuous layer board mechanical model is established to analyze the relationship between the RBB and the roof for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs [41]. According to the action of the solid coal rib and the method of roof load band segmentation, the mechanical model is established, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, this mechanical model can be divided into two stages: (1) Soft roof (immediate roof) fracture stage; (2) Hard roof (main roof) fracture stage.

For the gob temporary support section (DE shown in Figure 7a), according to the mechanical equilibrium method, there are the following equilibrium equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum F_y &= F_{M1} - \gamma_i h_i L_\Delta = 0 \\
\sum M_D &= M_{pi} - \gamma_i h_i L^2_\Delta / 2 = 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \( F_{M1} \) is the shear force due to soft roof (immediate roof) fracture at point D with unit width (unit: N); \( \gamma_i \) is the bulk density of the immediate roof (unit: \( \text{MN/m}^3 \)); \( h_i \) is the height of the immediate roof (unit: m); \( L_\Delta \) is the gob temporary support length (unit: m); \( M_{pi} \) is the ultimate bending moment at the immediate roof fracture point with unit width (unit: N·m).

![Figure 7. Cont.](image-url)
where \( c \) is the cohesion of the solid coal (unit: MPa); \( \phi \) is the friction angle of the solid coal (unit: \(^\circ\)); \( p_x \) is the support strength of the solid coal rib (unit: MPa); \( A \) is the coefficient of horizontal pressure; \( h_c \) is the coal seam height (unit: m); \( k \) is the stress concentration factor; \( H \) is the coal seam buried depth (unit: m); and \( \gamma \) is the bulk density of overlying strata (unit: MN/m\(^3\)).

Therefore, the support resistance calculation of the RBB when the soft roof fractures (\( F_{R1} \)) is as follows:

\[
F_{R1} = \frac{\gamma_i h_i (x_0 + a + d)^2}{x_0 + a + d/2} + \frac{F_{M1}(x_0 + a + d)}{x_0 + a + d/2} + \frac{M_{pi}}{x_0 + a + d/2} - \frac{\int_0^x \sigma_y(x_0 - x)dx}{x_0 + a + d/2} + M_{A1}
\]
Similarly, the support resistance calculation of the RBB when the main roof fractures \( F_{R2} \) is as follows:

\[
F_{R2} = \frac{\gamma_m (x_0 + \theta + d)^2 / 2 + (\gamma_m h_m + q) L_m^2 / 2}{x_0 + \theta + d / 2} + \frac{F_{M1} (x_0 + \theta + d) + F_{M2} L_m}{x_0 + \theta + d / 2}
\]

where \( \gamma_m \) is the bulk density of the main roof (unit: MN/m^3); \( h_m \) is the height of the main roof (unit: m); \( M_{A2} \) is the bending moment of the main roof (unit: N·m); \( M_{A2} = \sigma_{tm} h_m^2 / 8 \); \( \sigma_{tm} \) is the tensile strength of the main roof (unit: MPa); \( M_{pm} \) is the ultimate bending moment at the main roof fracture point with unit width (unit: N·m); \( F_{M2} \) is the shear force due to main roof fracture at point D with unit width (unit: N·m); \( L_m \) is the feature size of the main roof fracture (unit: m), \( L_m = x_0 + a + d + h_m \cot \theta \); \( \theta \) is the angle of the main roof fracture; and \( q \) is the load overlying soft strata (unit: MPa), which can be assumed as the rock weight according to four to eight times the coal seam height.

According to the mining and geological conditions and rock mechanics test results of the 1103 working face in the Heilong Coal Mine, these relevant values can be obtained as follows: \( H = 210 \) m, \( L_A = 2 \) m, \( h_c = 1.3 \) m, \( a = 4.5 \) m, \( d = 2.0 \) m, \( \gamma = 2.5 \times 10^{-2} \) MN/m^3, \( A = 0.8 \), \( K = 1.5 \), \( c = 3.0 \) MPa, \( \varphi = 30^\circ \), \( p_x = 0.2 \) MPa, \( \theta = 55^\circ \), \( q = 0.2 \) MPa, \( \sigma_{ti} = 0.3 \) MPa, \( \gamma_1 = 2.5 \times 10^{-2} \) MN/m^3, \( h_1 = 1.1 \) m, \( \sigma_{tm} = 1.7 \) MPa, \( \gamma_m = 2.5 \times 10^{-2} \) MN/m^3, \( h_m = 3.4 \) m. Thereby, by using MATHCAD software, \( F_{R1} \) and \( F_{R2} \) can be determined, that is, 0.0045 MN/m and 5.58 MN/m.

### 4.2. RBB Width and Strength for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

In fact, the roadside support resistance of the RBB is the product of RBB width and the support strength of the RBB \( \sigma_{RBB} \). The RBB width can be calculated as follows:

\[
d = \max \left\{ \frac{F_{R1}}{\sigma_{RBB}}, \frac{F_{R2}}{\sigma_{RBB}} \right\}
\]

According to GER engineering cases with high-water quick-setting materials (see Table 1), it is found that the common water-cement ratio of the high-water quick-setting materials is 1.5:1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coal Mine</th>
<th>Coal Seam Height (m)</th>
<th>Buried Depth (m)</th>
<th>Coal Seam Dip Angle (°)</th>
<th>Immediate Roof Height (m)</th>
<th>Main Roof Height (m)</th>
<th>Water Cement Ratio</th>
<th>RBB Width (m)</th>
<th>GER Width (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nantun</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0 (Limestone)</td>
<td>6.4 (Mudstone)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinchaot</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.0 (Limestone)</td>
<td>2.9 (Fine sandstone)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liujiachuang</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5 (Sandy mudstone)</td>
<td>6.0 (Gritstone)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugu [33]</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.2 (Siltstone)</td>
<td>6.4 (Packsand)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xingwu</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.1 (Sandy mudstone)</td>
<td>6.5 (Medium sandstone)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinyuan [43,44]</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.1 (Sandy mudstone)</td>
<td>5.4 (Medium sandstone)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiuliushan [45]</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.3 (Siltstone)</td>
<td>21.9 (Packsand)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinxin [18]</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0 (Packsand)</td>
<td>11.0 (Medium sandstone)</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the above results, the support resistance of the RBB when the main roof fractures are 5.58 MN/m. When the water-cement ratio of high-water quick-setting material is 1.5:1, the uniaxial compressive strength of backfill is 9.14 MPa after 24 h, measured in the laboratory. In the field construction, the strength of backfill is calculated as 80% of the laboratory test value. Taking 1.3 times the safety factor into account, the theoretical width of the RBB for the 1103 working face for 1 day is calculated as 0.99 m based on Equation (6). Therefore, the RBB width is 1.0 m.

5. Engineering Practice

5.1. Field Test

(1) No.1103 haulage roadway reinforcement support

The roof is reinforced by Φ17.8 mm × L6300 mm anchor cables, and three rows are set up with a spacing of 800 mm along the roadway. The anchor cables are arranged by a steel ladder beam welded with round steel, 16 mm in diameter and 2700 mm long. The solid coal rib is reinforced by Φ18 mm × L2000 mm bolts; two rows are set up with a spacing of 1000 mm along the roadway. The bolts are arranged by the steel ladder beam welded with round steel, 14 mm in diameter and 1200 mm long. The detailed reinforcement support parameters are as shown in Figure 8.

(2) RBB construction

The designed RBB width is 1.0 m, and the water-cement ratio of the high-water quick-setting materials is 1.5:1. Cross bolts (Φ22 mm × L2000 mm) are placed in the RBB to improve the RBB capacity. Two rows of cross bolts are placed with a spacing of 800 mm along the roadway. The cross bolts are made of Φ22 mm rebar. The cross bolts are arranged by the steel ladder beam welded with round steel, 14 mm in diameter and 1200 mm long. The RBB is wrapped by steel mesh made of Φ6.5 mm steel. The detailed RBB construction is shown in Figure 9.
(3) Roof support above RBBs

High-strength polyester fiber mesh is placed on the roof above the RBB ahead of four hydraulic supports at the end of the working face after cutting the coal. Then, hydraulic supports are moved, and single hydraulic props with metal hinge top beams are used to temporarily support the unfilled zone. Moreover, a row of reinforcement anchor cables inclined to the gob are used to support the roof above the RBB (see Figure 8). The detailed roof support above the RBB is shown in Figure 10.

![RBB construction sketch](image)

**Figure 9.** RBB construction sketch (units: mm).

(4) Reinforcement support behind the active 1103 working face

In order to improve the surrounding rock stability for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in the TCM, three rows of single hydraulic props are used to support the roof and floor behind the active 1103 working face. Single hydraulic props are retained with a spacing of 1000 mm, as shown in Figure 10.

![RBB construction sketch](image)

**Figure 10.** RBB construction sketch (units: mm); (a): plan view; (b): section view.
5.2. Field Monitoring

Figure 11 shows the surrounding rock deformation during retaining the No. 1103 haulage roadway. It can be seen that:

(1) The No. 1103 haulage roadway suffers mining stress 40 m ahead of the active 1103 working face. However, the obvious deformation appears 18 to 20 m ahead of the active 1103 working face. The total solid coal rib to excavation rib convergence along the middle of the rib (AC direction) reaches 99.2 mm, while the total floor to roof convergence along the middle of the roadway (BD direction) reaches 167.7 mm ahead of the active 1103 working face.

(2) Surrounding rock characteristics of GER behind the active 1103 working face can be divided into three stages. The first stage is 0 to 10 m behind the active 1103 working face, where the surrounding rock deformation is relatively small. The second stage is 10 to 60 m behind the active 1103 working face, where the surrounding rock deformation is intensively due to the periodic weighting and main roof fracture. The third stage is more than 60 m behind the active 1103 working face, where the surrounding rock deformation is almost stable. The total solid coal rib to excavation rib convergence along the middle of the rib (AC direction) reaches 263.5 mm, while the total floor to roof convergence along the middle of the retained roadway (BD direction) reaches 495.4 mm behind the active 1103 working face.

(3) The solid coal rib to excavation rib convergence is consistently more than the floor to roof convergence, especially behind the active 1103 working face. The final deformation difference of the solid coal rib to excavation rib convergence and the floor to roof convergence is 316.9 mm.

Figure 11. Surrounding rock deformation during the retention of the No. 1103 haulage roadway.

Figure 12 shows the roof separation during the retention of the No. 1103 haulage roadway. It can be seen that no instability separation occurs in the roof anchorage zone. Most of the roof separation occurs between 20 m ahead of the active 1103 working face and 40 m behind the active 1103 working face due to roof movement. Roof separation more than 40 m behind the active 1103 working face keeps stable. Finally, the maximum separation value of the shallow base point is 51 mm, and the maximum separation value of the deep base point is 21 mm. The roof separation value of the roadway is relatively small. It shows that the roof subsidence is effectively controlled by the high-strength bolts, anchor cables, and steel ladder support system, and the roof is safe and stable.
Figure 12. Roof separation during the retention of the No. 1103 haulage roadway.

Figure 13 shows the RBB load during the retention of the No. 1103 haulage roadway. It can be seen that the RBB load is less than 2 MPa 0 to 10 m behind the active 1103 working face. The RBB load increases sharply 10 to 30 m behind the active 1103 working face and reaches a maximum of 8.6 MPa with the rotation and subsidence of the main roof. The RBB load remains at 7.1 MPa more than 40 m behind the active 1103 working face. It shows that the RBB with high-water, quick-setting materials has a high resistance, which increases speed, maintains the integrity of the retained roadway roof effectively, adapts the main roof rotation and subsidence, avoids the roof instability separation, and effectively controls the surrounding rock deformation.

Figure 13. RBB load during the retention of the No. 1103 haulage roadway.

The field test shows that high strength bolts, anchor cables, and steel beams used as the basic support, single hydraulic props with metal hinge top beams used as the reinforcement support, and prestressed RBB used as the roadside support, effectively control the surrounding rock deformation for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs. The retained roadway meets the requirements of air return and safe mining and reaches the expected requirements for GER.

6. Discussion

6.1. Influence on Surrounding Rock Stability of RBB Width and Strength for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

6.1.1. Numerical Model and Verification

According to the geological and mining conditions of the 1103 working face in the Heilong Coal Mine, a numerical model was established using the discrete element method software UDEC [46,47].
The dimensions of the numerical model are 110 m × 71.65 m (length × height). The basic numerical model consists of part of the 1103 working face (50 m), part of the 1105 working face (50 m), RBB (1.0 m), and retained roadway (4.0 m). The top boundary of the model is the stress boundary, the bottom boundary is the fixed vertical displacement, and the left and right boundary is fixed horizontally. In the calculation of the model, the Mohr-Coulomb model is used for the block model. The yield weakening model is used to consider the influence of mining in the joint model.

On the basis of the laboratory results for the mechanical properties of rock and coal samples, the parameters employed in the model have been determined. The final rock strata property parameters in the numerical model are shown in Table 2. The modeling process is as follows: (i) Establishing model; (ii) calculating the initial rock stress state; (iii) modeling the excavations of the No. 1103 haulage roadway; (iv) retreating the 1103 working face and roadside backfill; (v) changing one factor and repeating the above process.

Table 2. Rock strata properties used in the numerical model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock Strata</th>
<th>Bulk Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Shear Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Friction Angle (°)</th>
<th>Cohesion (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlying strata</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal seam</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlying strata</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.2. Influence on Surrounding Rock Stability of RBB width for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

Figure 14 shows the vertical stress distributions of the surrounding rock for GER with respect to RBB width (water cement ratio is 1.5:1 in all models). With the increase of RBB width, the bearing capacity of the RBB is higher and the surrounding rock of GER is more stable. When the RBB width is 0.5 m, the RBB would be in a state of residual strength, which indicates that the RBB has been crushed and the surrounding rock of GER cannot be stable. RBB support is a passive support, which cannot change the movement mode of the main roof and avoid the rotation of the main roof.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Cont.
When the RBB width is above 1.0 m, the RBB rib convergence and roof subsidence decrease significantly. With the further increase of RBB width, the stress of the RBB rib decreases and the deformation of GER increases. Therefore, it is further proved that an RBB with the current width cannot change the movement mode of the main roof.

As shown in Figure 15, the influence level from high to low is floor heave, RBB rib convergence, roof subsidence, and solid coal rib convergence. When the RBB width is above 1.0 m, the RBB rib convergence and roof subsidence decrease significantly. With the further increase of RBB width, the RBB rib convergence and roof subsidence still decreases, but to a smaller extent. Therefore, when the RBB width is over 1.0 m, the RBB can maintain the roof and cut off the roof outside of the RBB to promote the surrounding rock stability of GER as soon as possible.

Figure 15. Surrounding rock deformation for GER with respect to RBB width.
6.1.3. Influence on Surrounding Rock Stability of Water Cement Ratio (RBB strength) for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

Figure 16 shows the vertical stress distributions of the surrounding rock for GER with respect to water cement ratio (RBB width is 1.0 m in all models). With the increase of water cement ratio, the vertical stress of the solid coal rib increases and the location of the peak vertical stress of the solid coal rib moves away from the GER. Meanwhile, with the increase of water cement ratio, the vertical stress of the RBB rib decreases and the deformation of GER increases. Therefore, it is further proved that an RBB with the current width cannot change the movement mode of the main roof.

Figure 16. Stress distribution of surrounding rock for GER with respect to water cement ratio. (a) Water cement ratio 1.5:1; (b) Water cement ratio 2.0:1; (c) Water cement ratio 2.5:1.

As shown in Figure 17, when the water cement ratio of high-water, quick-setting materials is 1.5:1, the roof subsidence is 227 mm, the floor heave is 369.9 mm, the RBB rib convergence is 204.2 mm, and the solid coal rib convergence is 101.2 mm. When the water cement ratio of high-water, quick-setting materials is 2.0:1, the above deformation amounts are, respectively, 244.9 mm, 802.2 mm, 279.6 mm, and 101.2 mm. When the water cement ratio of high-water, quick-setting materials is 2.5:1, the above deformation amounts are, respectively, 249.5 mm, 876.8 mm, 374 mm, and 153.3 mm. It can be seen that the surrounding rock deformation increases as the water cement ratio increases (RBB strength decreases); in particular, the RBB rib convergence and floor heave increase rapidly under the condition of the same RBB width.
6.2. Influence Factors of Roof Stability for GER with Soft Roof, Floor, and Seam in TCMs

6.2.1. Influence on Roof Stability for GER with Respect to Immediate Roof Height

The monitoring line is placed at 0.55 m above the immediate roof, and the roof subsidence and vertical stress above the RBB with the immediate roof height at 1.1 m, 5.0 m, and 10 m are studied by numerical simulation. The results are shown in Figure 18, in which “+” indicates compressive stress and “−” indicates tensile stress (Figure 18b). It can be seen that the roof subsidence above the RBB is larger than that of the retained roadway, and the roof subsidence is linearly negatively related to the distance to the outer edge of the RBB, whatever the immediate roof height is. Moreover, with the increase of the immediate roof height, the roof subsidence decreases. In fact, as the immediate roof height increases, the stiffness of the immediate roof gradually decreases, and the ability of the immediate roof to absorb the deformation energy is gradually enhanced. Therefore, roof vertical stress distribution characteristics with respect to immediate roof height can be summarized as follows, as seen in Figure 18b:

1. The roof vertical stress decreases and then increases as the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases. That is, the vertical stress distribution in the roof is V-shaped. The minimum roof vertical stress is basically located at the middle of the retained roadway, and the minimum roof vertical stress increases with the increase of the immediate roof height. The roof vertical stress close to the gob is larger than that close to the retained roadway.

2. The roof vertical stress above the RBB close to the gob is higher than the in-situ stress, and the vertical stress above the RBB close to the retained roadway is lower than the in-situ stress. Tensile stress appears in the middle of the retained roadway roof, and the distribution width of roof tensile stress increases with the increase of the immediate roof height.

3. The roof vertical stress increases as the distance to the edge of the solid coal rib increases.
6.2.2. Influence on Roof Stability for GER with Respect to Main Roof Height

Figure 19 shows the roof subsidence and vertical stress with respect to main roof height (3.4 m, 10 m, 20 m). It can be seen that the roof subsidence above the RBB is larger than that of the retained roadway, and the roof subsidence is linearly negatively related to the distance to the outer edge of the RBB, whatever the main roof height is. Moreover, the roof subsidence decreases as the main roof height increases. In fact, with the increase of the immediate roof height, the ability of the immediate roof to absorb the deformation energy increases. Therefore, roof vertical stress distribution characteristics with respect to main roof height can be summarized as follows, as seen in Figure 19b:

1. As the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases, the roof vertical stress above the RBB increases and then decreases. That is, the vertical stress distribution in the monitoring roof above the RBB is A-shaped. The roof vertical stress above the RBB close to the gob decreases and then increases as the height of the main roof increases. The roof vertical stress above the RBB close to the retained roadway increases and then decreases as the height of the main roof increases.

2. As the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases, the vertical stress distribution in the monitoring roof is N-shaped. The minimum roof vertical stress is basically located at the middle of the retained roadway, and the minimum roof vertical stress increases as the height of the main roof increases. Tensile stress appears in the middle of the retained roadway roof, and the distribution width of roof tensile stress increases with the increase of the main roof height.

3. As the distance to the edge of the solid coal rib increases, the roof vertical stress above the solid coal rib increases. With the increase of the main roof height, the roof vertical stress above the solid coal rib decreases.

![Figure 19](image-url)  
(a) Roof subsidence; (b) Roof vertical stress.

6.2.3. Influence on Roof Stability for GER with Respect to GER Width

Figure 20 shows the roof subsidence and vertical stress with respect to GER width (3.0 m, 3.5 m, 4.0 m, 4.5 m, 5.0 m, 5.5 m, 6.0 m). It can be seen that the roof subsidence above the RBB is larger than that of the retained roadway. As the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases, the roof subsidence close to the gob decreases more quickly than that close to the retained roadway. Moreover, the roof subsidence increases as the GER width increases, especially when the GER width is more than 4.0 m. Therefore, roof vertical stress distribution characteristics with respect to GER width can be summarized as follows, as seen in Figure 20b:

1. When the GER width is no more than 5.0 m, the roof vertical stress above the RBB decreases as the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases. When the GER width is more than 5.0 m, the roof vertical stress above the RBB increases as the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases.
(2) As the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases, the roof vertical stress above the retained roadway increases and then decreases. That is, the vertical stress distribution in the monitoring roof above the retained roadway is V-shaped. The minimum roof vertical stress is basically located at the middle of the retained roadway. Tensile stress appears in the middle of the retained roadway roof, and the distribution width of roof tensile stress increases with the increase of the GER width.

(3) With the increase of the GER width, the roof vertical stress above the solid coal rib decreases.

Figure 20. Roof subsidence and vertical stress with respect to GER width. (a) Roof subsidence; (b) Roof vertical stress.

6.2.4. Influence on Roof Stability for GER with Respect to RBB Width

Figure 21 shows the roof subsidence and vertical stress with respect to RBB width (0.5 m, 1.0 m, 1.5 m, 2.0 m, 2.5 m, 3.0 m). It can be seen that the roof subsidence above the RBB is larger than that of the retained roadway, whatever the RBB width is. Moreover, the roof subsidence decreases as the RBB width increases. Therefore, roof vertical stress distribution characteristics with respect to RBB width can be summarized as follows, as seen in Figure 21b:

(1) When the RBB width is more than 0.5 m, the roof vertical stress above the RBB decreases as the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases. When the GER width is more than 0.5 m, the roof vertical stress above the RBB is “A” shaped as the distance to the outer edge of the RBB increases. The roof vertical stress above the RBB decreases as the RBB width increases.

(2) Tensile stress appears in the middle of the retained roadway roof, and the distribution width of roof tensile stress decreases with the increase of the RBB width.

(3) With the increase of the RBB width, the roof vertical stress above the solid coal rib increases.

Figure 21. Roof subsidence and vertical stress with respect to RBB width. (a) Roof subsidence; (b) Roof vertical stress.
7. Conclusions

Surrounding rock stability control of GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs has great challenges and difficulties. In this paper, surrounding rock stability control technology with three parts is proposed by analyzing the structural characteristics of overburden strata and difficulties in surrounding rock control for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs. These surrounding rock stability control technologies include a support technology of prestressed RBBs with high resistance and quick-setting, road-in support technology of “roof control and coal rib reinforcement”, and roof support technology above the RBB.

Key parameters including RBB width, RBB support resistance, and water cement ratio of high-water, quick-setting materials are obtained by theoretical calculations based on the superposition of a continuous layer board mechanical model to analyze the relationship between the RBB and the roof for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs. The results indicate that RBB width is 1.5 m, RBB support resistance to cut off the main roof is 5.58 MN/m, and water cement ratio of high-water, quick-setting materials is 1.5:1. A field test shows that the use of high strength bolts, anchor cables, and steel beams as the basic support, single hydraulic props with metal hinge top beams as the reinforcement support, and prestressed RBBs as the roadside support effectively control the surrounding rock deformation for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs.

Furthermore, influence characteristics of vertical stress distribution and surrounding rock deformation with respect to RBB width and RBB strength (water cement ratio of high-water, quick-setting materials) for GER with soft roof, floor, and seam in TCMs are studied using the discrete element method software UDEC. Influence characteristics of roof subsidence and vertical stress with respect to immediate roof height, main roof height, RBB width, and GER width are also revealed.

Moreover, more and more TCMs below medium and hard coal could be mined out in China. In order to improve the coal recovery rate, GER of TCMs should be carried out to achieve the sustainable development of coordinated mining. Stability maintenance of the GER of TCMs with soft surrounding rock and environmentally friendly RBB backfill materials should also be developed in future studies.

GER for different geological conditions should be studied to develop a sustainable coal mining industry.
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